In Our Time

Melvyn Bragg : Hello,in "Sailing to Byzantium" WB Yeats wrote,"an aged man is but paltry thing,a tattered coat upon a stick,unless soul clap its hands and sing,and louder sing.For every tatter in its mortal dress." [Ref: iotm87.rtf]

[Break in tape]

..being but it died when the body died. For some it's the font of creativity,for some the spark of God in man,for others it's a chimera. What is the soul made of and where does it live?

[It's a myth - a figment of the ignorant imagination -LB see qa2.html]

Is it the key to our individuality as humans and when we die will our souls find paradise or purgatory,rebirth,resurrection or simply annihilation?

[Ref: Video: H1 "Soul" - A.Clare]

With me to discuss the soul are Richard Surabjee,Gresham Professor of Rhetoric at Gresham College.
 [I love that title it's like being a professor of "Gob on a stick" - something that would suit me admirably -LB]

Ruth Padell,poet and author of "In and out of the mind-tragic images of self and body" [I confess to being out of mine -LB],and Martin Palmer theologian and director of the international consultancy on religion,education and culture.
[What,no science representative?! -LB]

Martin Palmer,before we unravel them,can you describe what you see as  as the three major and distinct ideas of the soul?

Martin Palmer : Mmmm. I think there are three,that's slightly simplifying it,to put it mildly,but three core ones. One is what we call the Vadic view,that comes out of the Rig Vader [Was he in Star Wars? -LB] and the traditions of India,and that is a reincarnational view that the soul,that the soul essentially is migrating through a series of bodies,gaining experience as it goes,sometimes it slides backwards,sometimes it goes forwards,hence snakes and ladders was actually originally a Hindu game of reincarnation [Nevertheless one throws a dice to see what happens - which means it depends on probability and the laws of the universe -and chance to decide -LB],an interesting thought when you're playing it next with your children,but it was the idea that you were progressing your way slowly,so for example,even a figure such as the Buddha,probably the best known figure in the West in terms of reincarnation,went through countless lives in order to become the Buddha,
[See my poem "Alter Egos" -LB]

and so the soul  was something completely separate from the physical. It simply used the physical to improve or backslide depending on how good a life you were having at the time.

[This suffers from the idea "What the heck is it all for?" - If the point is to improve spiritually - then a backsliding life helps nothing,there is - as it shows in chess.html - no way to falsify this view - and is like the Corfu mantis - if it is happening -no one will ever know - except for the supposed "accounts" given like the Indian boy who knew a whole family and spoke to them as if he was their dead father and even had scars on him where the man had been shot - but it's odd how such beliefs are local to a community or nationality and as Richard Dawkins observes spread like a virus - memes - which the host organism harbours in its culture and spreads to other cultures - the point is - we have this life to live and that's all we can know,"jam in the next world scenarios" only render one incapacitated and pessimistic in this world and even if one was on a spiritual journey through many lives - living this one as best as possible still makes sense.
This sort of view suffers from the logical incongruity of timing a "soul" to enter a body at a given moment -where the one's ready to enter are stored while a body becomes available - and considering the population has grown in number - where have the extra souls come from? Have they too multiplied? And how does one discern who gets a new one and who gets born as one of the old ones - the whole thing is just absurd -LB]

The second approach is really what we would term the Abrahamic approach,that's the faiths that looked at Abraham as their founder,Judaism,Christianity,Islam,and that essentially takes the view that this world is where you're tested.
It's rather like sort of school examination day,if you do well then you pass on into paradise or heaven or wherever it is that the tradition says. And if you fail,then you do- you fail- you are out,and you're down into purgatory or into hell. Though some of those ideas were not there in original Judaism for instance. Originally Judaism had no idea what happened to the soul - it kind of wandered off into a rather sort of vague waiting room,and that was...that's the Abrahamic perspective of one life,see how you do here.

[This suffers from the fact that people like me would deliberately fail just to get on the nerves of those that believe it - it's also the case that the places in the traditions are different - and there are multiple views of the soul - none of which can be proved correct - except mine - which is a fourth and modern view - the soul is a myth based on ignorance of the human body - if one reads the bible (and talks to those who read it)  it is evident that the soul is a mistaken notion based on the perplexing notion of what "animates" a body. Descriptions in the text allude to life force leaving a body (usually when bleeding)  - and the relationship between what is alive and dead is not based on fact but upon ignorance- clearly when one sees some biological organism die - one is left wondering what has actually left the body - since all the organs are intact (or can be) - and even in old age when the telomeres fail to accurately reproduce cells (see geront.html and apoptosi.html) - the perplexing thing is that the body remains but the animating entity has gone - and this has ignorantly been given a "notion" or "word" that alludes to it as a "thing" which exists - when it is the "interaction" or "process" between the parts that has ceased - a car can exist - and not move - it's lack of movement is due to the engine stopping - it's not that any part of the car has "left  it's body and gone someplace else" but that the processes have ceased - similarly the biological processes stop - and the body ceases to be animated - an attribute that is their by default in the first place - it is as it were the ignition key is in by default and is switched off -in our case due to slight flaws or major trauma that interrupts the living processes - there is no need to invoke "soul" as a concept in order to explain anything - and as with "gods" it is ancillary to what is seen and should be ejected via Occam's razor- the article "No place left for the soul to hide" (qa2.html) covers the view - Modern theorists such as Roger Penrose have also contributed to the notion that the physics of the body are sufficient to explain consciousness [see iotm6,11 & 49,76] and soul [Ref: Video: H1 "Soul" - A.Clare]- everything added on after that is due to cultural myths and ignorant lore that fails to understand the processes in the body .

This sort of view (as the first one) ASSUMES that there exists a "spirit" world - which there is NO evidence for - and it is an act of trust/faith that such a place exists - rather than knowing in fact that it does - if each body has had a unique soul that has entered it to give animation - then the realm of the spirit must be extremely capacious in some sense as every body that has died will have left one there - and these views variously suggest humans have souls and animals do not - or sometimes that they do- no one knows for sure - because they are guessing - about things which they do not understand - namely the nature of what it is to be a conscious sentient creature - a Buddhist may respect all life as an individual and kill nothing - whereas other traditions may well disrespect lower forms of life and say they do not have souls - this is just speciesism - clearly if a fly dies - it does so for the same reason we do - and if we have something called "soul" then it does too - we can either respect ALL life or none - there is no halfway point - but decisions must be made about abortions/use of cells etc and if one believes a soul is a property of a life (human) then vehement views about abortion are created - upon ignorant superstitious beliefs about why something is alive  - no one bothers about loss of cells when they cut their toenails or wash their face - but if a scientist thinks of a foetus like that - as dispensable - people get emotionally cranked up - when in principle there is no difference - at the point of conception - the egg cell in going through mitosis and discrimination - creates the very cells (skin and nail and hair) that people are happy to throw away.

It begs the question of whether those throw away cells have any "soul" in them and whether the barbers floor is covered in various "souls" - if one thinks long and hard enough the notion of "soul" becomes the absurdity that it is - 

"If I poke my eye out in this life
Will it be waiting up in heaven with my wife" - Crash Test Dummies

If we cut our finger or donate blood- not immoral actions - we are losing life giving cells - and yet our "soul" remains in our body - why is that? we can lose and eye or a leg or even part of our brain and still be "me" - studies on brain patients show the cognition of "I" is located in the brain - and the "me-ness" is a product of an integrating process that can shatter into MPD and schizophrenia - oddly those who have a religious belief are possibly having a lack of integration of self and relating closer to environment -the observer/participant gets bound up in the "all" of experience and feels a unity and harmony with the universe and nature (or god) - this can happen as an "experience" - if someone has MPD it begs the question of just who the soul thinks it is -if one looks into psychology its obvious that the explanations for things such as MPD are more aligned with fact than notions of soul - soul obviously is not a property of one's cells or losing them would lose "soul" - soul is a metaphysical name label used to describe and aspect of life that is presumed to exist,because those still holding onto it have not thought deeply about the consequences of the notion -when one does - it evaporates just as quickly as the life ebbing from a dying person - it's a dead concept - LB]

But then,as usual,the Chinese completely mess up any attempt to have a systematic and tidy relationship because they have all those views,but on top of that the concept of immortality in Daoism,whereby the soul is immortal or has the potential to be immortal,but only if you can make the body immortal as well [Which according to science is impossible as far as we know - refer to Tyrell's speech to Roy in "Bladerunner" -LB].
So whereas in both the Vadic and the Abrahamic traditions,the body essentially is something which is inhabited by the soul and the soul then moves on.. In Daoism the tradition is that unless you can make your body immortal,you're soul doesn't survive,which led to some very worrying experiments of trying to transform you body into indestructible elements such as drinking mercury and eating gold and jade which in the pursuit of long life often led to some rather short lives! [That's what ignorance does - kills - LB]
 
Melvyn Bragg : Well that was a wonderful brief panorama,thank you very much. People who regularly listen to this programme will be amazed that we are this far in and we haven't mentioned the word "Greeks" yet. (laughter)
 [That's okay Mel - I referenced them at the top of the programme in qa2.html - where Jez Nelson says:

"The concept of the soul,of the individual.To what  extent we have freewill or are governed by the  fates as the ancient Greeks believed? Once again,it's possible that we may be labouring under a misconception of what science can and can't tell us."

So I mentioned them for you! -LB]

But looking back to the 8th century BC,before the ideas which you've been discussing were developed 
[That's just it - they ARE ideas which were developed - beliefs - not truths - not facts the notions have "evolved" over time and gathered more and more detail - but never corrected the basic error in the notion - LB]
before then,what kind of people were thought to have a soul? And looking at Greece as an example of thinking about it?

Martin Palmer :  Well for instance if one reads Homer,

[I didn't realise Mr Simpson was THAT old - perhaps he of all people had managed to eat mercury and gold and maybe nuclear particle impregnated lead control rods and attained immortality,Doh! -LB]

the individual was really little more than a plaything of the gods,that dramas were enacted,using human beings as chess pieces to a certain degree.

[It wouldn't be so bad if they'd only supply more pawn - "the World is a stage and we are merely players" - puppets on strings - marionettes - LB]

And so fate and freewill were entirely in the hands of the divine. It was rather like a sort of divine soap opera in which  you were part players [Or a Divine Comedy - LB].

Melvyn Bragg : Ruth,Ruth Padell would you agree with that - about Homer?

Ruth Padell : Not entirely,with Homer you've got a  wonderful insight into the disunity of the person,and every person is presented as a sort of chaos of lots of different impulses and the gods do have input into them,so that a god might throw a thought into your soul or into your mind,and you'd do it,but there are other feelings...there are feelings seething away in their as well.

Melvyn Bragg : But can we look at Homer,can we look at the 8th century BC,can we say there is an idea of soul somewhere in that,there's something which we  can carry on and talk about now?

Ruth Padell :  We can identify with a lot of the ways the person is presented and the centre of the person,and the word sucait(??) which should be probably be put on the table here,which means...which we take to mean "soul",which might come from from the word for "blowing"

[So we are blow jobs in our very souls - LB]

so possibly it's the idea a sort of breath, the breath of life.

[I think the idea is something like that we were pretty much like clay models until breathed on by the gods,whereupon we were infused with something from inside them - this only goes to show that it was an ignorance about the universe and life - that the "animation" of the body was not understood - and it's loss in death  - and so as with other ill-understood aspects of nature (lightning,thunder,etc etc) it was explained in terms of the breath of the gods - nowadays we know better - LB]

And Homer uses the word sucait(??) partly to mean life,you struggle about your life,meaning you're engaged in mortal combat or that you breathe your sucait(??) out,meaning when you die.
So that's one sense Homer's use of sucait(??) and the other one is for the departed souls when you die,these souls like shade - like little images of you as your body,go squeaking off down to Hades and flit around in Hades.
So I suppose that is the beginning of the Homer's...the Greek view of soul,after death.

[The thing is - once they've made the mistake of infusing the body with something it doesn't have - they then have to explain where it goes when you die - since they already have a myth about gods to explain their ignorance of nature - it's perfectly feasible to fit the soul into that myth - the myth has continued to the modern day,because even today some people are STILL ignorant about how the body comes to be animated and is not like a rock or a piece of clay- the notion of soul is still holding sway even though it's an untruth - LB]

Melvyn Bragg : Well coming up....we're not on Plato yet,but before him,around the time of Pythagoras,what did they think the soul was made of,and where did it live?

Ruth Padell : Right well,the pre-Socratics were a multiplicity,and they had lots of different ideas. I mean Heraclitus [Ref:  A Botton "Essays on Love" p152; design.htm] for instance thought that soul had...or was made of fire and water or was fire,or the best sort of soul was a fiery soul

[I know a place where one can get those at knock down prices.Again the above is based on ignorance of the four elements of Earth,Air,Fire and Water -apparently the 4 elements were associated with the platonic solids - which leant credence tot he relationship and bolstered the "theory" (see "A History of Mathematics Carl C Boyer p84) perhaps a case where maths had led man astray. Nowadays there are over a 100 elements and a "chemistry" of the sub-nuclear particles "quarks" is slowly being uncovered - the soul - if it is anything in a physical sense,owes its being to the wave-particles which make matter and energy and allow complex life forms to develop language concepts which describe aspects of their reality which they have partitioned (sometimes falsely) by the use of language tags (words),to correlate sometimes unconnected phenomena or even create a mirage concept that alludes to some wider set of otherwise explainable circumstances - the soul is not a spirit being inside the body - it is a meta-heading for a series of processes - a level of explanation above the physical,much as one alludes to the "weather" as opposed to the rain - it's an umbrella term - so to speak -and people think it has physical reality in and of itself - whereas as with the term "weather" it is an overall term to describe a set of things which are NOT made of spirit,but soul cannot be reduced to those things,it's perhaps easier to see how "weather" could be reduced to "rain,snow" etc etc as a formal declaration of what "weather" was - Weather = the set of all things climatological -thence one is into Boolean logic and set theory - and if one hasn't been down that avenue then one is ill placed to talk about meta headings like "soul"  -LB]

and if your soul got moist you were sort of rather drunk and childish. Pythagoras was possibly the first who thought of the soul as something that was purifiable and stainable - I don't know if Richard would agree with that - and you could live....you lived your life...your soul went on through different bodies,and if you purified your soul,then you'd have a better life in the next.

[There's no evidence and never can be of a "next life" - LB]

Melvyn Bragg : We're still talking about something that is very..that has been around for a much longer time,I mean look at Egyptian civilisation,they're burying people with food,they're going on journeys -in the Bronze age,people are in foetal positions with food,there's tubes coming out,they're on their way to somewhere,so something is going on to somewhere.

[The problem faced them as it does people now - when born we seemingly come out of nowhere,and when we die a body is left behind and something appears to have gone from it that was there when born - it makes a kind of ignorant sense to suggest that somehow one "goes back to the womb" or is reborn or that there's some kind of cycle. Of course there IS a cycle - one's body processes cease - the body decays - it's matter and energy are release back into the universe - they become the elements and compound that made the body up - the proteins break down and sooner or later - that dead body is reintegrated into the living system of the planet - recycled or "reborn" as possibly in part - another human being or even an animal - so in essence those beliefs are correct - but slightly wrong - there is no sense in which there is continuity of the person,one would be speculating in the extreme to say that there was anything left of what was called "the person" in the configuration of their cells or even if they had left an "imprint" on the universal flux - they are as it were a "dead parrot" - they are no more - the only way to get some release from the grief of loss is to look at the facts,in some sense the person is "still here" - but recycled into the fabric of life - it's a much more enlightened view than any of the myths - see members.fortunecity.com/templarser/helphand.html  -LB]

It's sort of gathering force isn't it,there's an idea that people are beginning to think about?

[It's an evolving concept based on ignorance - and over time has developed a sophistication incommensurate with its truth value - LB]

Ruth Padell : Yes,somewhere around 500BC a new concept comes in,in which the soul is suddenly allied to the moral [More reason to suppose it is a human fabrication -LB],and also then in certain people like Heraclitus,understanding the knowledge of the soul is related to knowledge of the cosmos [Via the platonic solids -see www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/symmetry.html

"Although they knew none of this, the ancient Greeks saw that something fundamental was going on in crystals, and sought connections between symmetrical shapes and the cosmos.
The Greeks identified five fundamental shapes - the ''Platonic solids" - to which were linked the four elements and the cosmos itself.The triangular-faced tetrahedron was linked to fire, the cube to earth. the diamond-like octahedron to air, and the 20-sided icosahedron water. The dodecahedron with its 12 sides was associated with the cosmos.Such notions may seem quaint today, but the Greeks were groping towards an idea that is at the centre of modern theories of the universe: that the beauty of symmetry is more than aesthetic, it's mathematical."
 
see also members.fortunecity.com/templarser/enm3.html and thinkmat.html  -LB] 

so that the structure of the world outside is paralleled by the structure of whatever is in you,and you use the metaphors. Metaphors is something that you have to keep using and thinking about and talking about,so..of understanding the outside in order to understand the inside.

Melvyn Bragg : Richard Surabjee,would you say...can we settle on Plato now and say what he brought to the table to this? How does he see the soul? Because he begins to put forward a structure and an idea which it seems to me -especially to what Martin said at the beginning -developed into the Abrahamic ideas,and so on. Can we talk about Plato's notion of he soul?

Richard Surabjee : Yes,yes,Plato came to think that the soul had three parts,not just reason,but also two emotional  parts. There's the domineering part of the soul,and there's the part of the soul which has lower desires and appetites
 [This is NOT the soul - this is something that brains do - connect this to Freud's ID and EGO members.fortunecity.com/templarser/freud.html  but note that even back then Plato noticed a basic desire with low appetites that perhaps was more like animals - lust,eating,greed - etc etc The moral high ground is taken to suggest that these things should be thrown off whereas they are part of us and should be acknowledged,not necessarily cultivated,but understood,not rejected outright -LB]

and he thought it was important to keep all these three parts of the soul in mind in order to educate people. If you only trained their reason,it won't be effective,so you need non-rational forms of education as well,such as music,and this emotional type of education should even start in the womb with the way the mother walks,and so on.

[It's interesting to note there is a school of thought today which plays music to unborn children in the hope of them becoming either stable emotionally or musically creative (see also members.fortunecity.com/templarser/hardie.html  ) [Ref: D Goleman "Emotional Intelligence"]-LB]

So he thought it was very important to understand all three parts of the soul because all three have to be looked after.

Melvyn Bragg :  Does he find a location for the soul? Does he find a purpose for it? Does he find a future for it?

Richard Surabjee :  Yes indeed. He does think that at least some parts of the soul are immortal,at..in one work he says it's only the reason part that's immortal,although the reason part isn't just a calculating computer,it's ..it has the desires and pleasures of learning,and understanding.

[It's much better to think holistically - the tendency to break things into "parts" causes a problem of reducing things TO those parts - humans are integrated wholes and to use word concepts to refer to different aspects of concepts only plagues use with problems within ideas - the soul is not made of three parts - even if its useful to refer to the capacity of the brain in that way - the brain is a unified thing in some way or there would be no "I" or "me" or sense of self [Ref: D Zohar "The Quantum Self"] - when multiple personally occurs or other mental break downs - often a disunity happens - a disintegration - the brain as a complex web of feedback systems is open to this in terms of the types of behaviour that a complex network can undergo,it may not be a computer - but simulations in computers of such structures show similar behaviours,such as "dream" states.

see members.fortunecity.com/templarser/physonb.html  & qself4.html  & enm10.html & algo.html & el-fish
and www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/taylor.html -LB]


Melvyn Bragg :   What does he mean by immortal,does he mean it comes back,or it goes on or it passes onto to somebody else - what does he mean by immortal?

Richard Surabjee :   He thinks it can live separated from anybody [Which is absurd - because "living" by definition is the action of a body of matter - LB] but he also thinks like Pythagoras - who Ruth mentioned - that it will come back and be reincarnated in different bodies,and he thinks that animals are evolved out of humans because animals are reincarnations of humans who haven't used their reason well 
[It's odd then that they hadn't used theirs very well when reasoning about this and yet were still human - they were living disproof of their own theory- this was of course way before Darwin - and now we know that humans and animals have a common origin in DNA and there is no real distinction between any type of life form on this planet short of the words like "intelligence" which are conceptual notions of our own making - which doesn't mean to say that other animals who have "language" - haven't created different constructs -all animals have a language of one form or another even if it's only pheromones,or body language - or simple "danger" calls - it could well be that that subtle combinations are too subtle for us too notice - indeed body language experts can read aspects of human behaviour from how their motor control of their features betrays their thoughts - and can catch liars out by reading cues the person doesn't really wish to give off - see iotm18.rtf -& members.fortunecity.com/templarser/cboy.html and www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/beasts.html  - LB]

In some dialogues,at any rate,he thinks that animals still have reason but it's atrophied,and not being used properly. He also thinks that plants have souls,but because he connects soul with consciousness,he only justifies this by saying that plants can feel.

[Danah Zohar goes further and posits that the fundamental particles are possibly conscious,though I suspect again it's a language problem an a conceptual problem - consciousness is a property OF a living organism as a system and the system cannot be made up of "conscious" parts - because the property is of the system - not the parts - again it is subject to what humans discern about what properties are called or aggregated into named groups or headings - as with "soul" - but the most definitive and accounts I've heard are those made by Sue Greenfield and Roger Penrose - both who work on what consciousness is - from a biological and physical perspective,respectively. see members.fortunecity.com/templarser/qself4.html & duncan1.html & enm10.html - LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  How did Aristotle's idea of a soul differ from Plato's?

Richard Surabjee :    Well,I'd like to draw a contrast between Plato and Aristotle,because I think these are two very different traditions that Europe's had to decide between,or try to harmonise somehow. Aristotle was very different from Plato because he had - as you said - a biological concept of the soul,so that even plants had soul,but not for Plato's reason,not because plants were conscious but because,for Aristotle soul was the set of capacities that manifest life.

[Not a bad attempt at a metaphysical logical set theory description -LB]

Now some of those capacities are the capacities for consciousness,for thought,perception,desire,but plants only have the capacity to use food to maintain a certain structure and to pass onto their offspring,that same structure,which doesn't involve consciousness at all,and so he has a concept of the soul which doesn't involve consciousness. He extends it to plants,but not in order to make plants conscious,and that is a huge difference,and another huge difference is that the soul is so connected with the body,that it perishes when we die.

[In that sense his definition is more in keeping with fact - LB]

And I think the last thing to say about Aristotle is that he thinks that animals have souls alright,no Greeks denied that,but they don't have the rational soul in his view,and that's the big difference between humans and animals.

[Some people are still subscribing to that line of thought today,negating what science has found out about animal behaviour and learning and comprehension - since we are all evolving - in some sense there is a motive for animals to gain reasoning capacities - it maybe said that some seem to already have it - evolution in principle does not bar any creature from pursuing some survival tactic  - whether there is some uniqueness to the human evolutionary path - is  hard to tell - but it seems that using intelligence or consciousness as some boundary marker is,to some extent, an artificially manufactured distinction see iotm36.rtf and members.fortunecity.com/templarser/iq.html  - LB]

So now there's an enormous contrast with Plato,and forever afterwards,Western thought has to decide how it's going to accommodate two such very different views.

Melvyn Bragg :  Martin Palmer,you said that around the turn of the millennium,a few hundred years around the dawn of the first millennium,a big shift took place in the understanding of the soul in many parts of the world,and you associate that very much with social upheavals,particularly to do with savage massacres and so on.

Martin Palmer : Very much so,I mean what you have both in the Middle East and in China,and to a certain degree also in India,with the experience of Ashoka - the emperor there,is that an existing system,whereby your place within the cosmos - and I think Ruth's point about the emerging idea of a "self" is intimately linked into a thoroughgoing cosmology -because then you have to work out where you are within this entire space - it's going back to Jung's Freud,that we have to have a series of beliefs,otherwise we'd be crushed by the sheer awful-ness of the universe,and once you begin to explore the universe as a cosmological reality and spiritual reality,you have to have a structure that keeps you sane basically.

[It's the same reason why beliefs about death exist - to stop the fear of death from overcoming the life of a person - as in Bladerunner - such things create a "pillow for our emotions" - memories mean a person "lives on" and is in some sense "still alive" [Ref: A Botton] - but it does not mean that such beliefs are true - in Bladerunner the question is put as to whether the memories are "implants" to provide a cushion - belief systems are "implants" in the sense that their purpose is as Martin says to act as a cushion from the awful-ness of the universe - the thing is - if one is at ease with one's place in the universe then one does not need those beliefs -and so therefore those who require beliefs are not at ease with themselves or the universe,preferring to manufacture or accept "implants" in order to be "soothed" by an emotional crutch which saves their psyche from having to face the awful truth of the fact that they are no more than a very tiny piece of matter at large in an uncertain universe and eventually die - never to be seen again - as Roy says in Bladerunner "memories" -lost like tears in rain - a man lives - no one hears his story unless he goes down in history - the soul is a social meme and the beliefs about it are a cushion to enable ideas of life after death to exist which pillows and saves the brain from having to face the awful spectre of the grim reaper - the reality is we are here for a short while - and then it's over - it is as the late Bill Hicks said "just a ride" -his now being over. The absurdity of some of those beliefs he chose to satire and lampoon before his demise - thus rendering his own story tangled up in mine - and so he lives on - via me - "the spirit of Bill Hicks is alive and well" - but only metaphorically speaking - LB]

And essentially the old covenants - the old traditions,whereby the king or the emperor or the pharaoh or the leader of the war band was your representative to the gods 

[ I found recently that "prophets" were not so much seers of the future,as representatives in this fashion - the hierarchy above the people and beneath the gods - messengers - who as far as I am concerned - intuited and misunderstood reality and passed on their own ignorance of events to the people - making out like they had a special relationship with  the gods - much as our own priests today - when in fact what they really were was ignorant people's leaders - who preferred not to be amongst the lowest of the low - modern cults and sects are set up the same way by charismatic people who think they are messengers of some other unreal aspect of reality - that too is due to their own ignorance - LB]

and deal had been struck whereby basically the harvests would come in and the young would be okay and wars would go moderately well,breaks down dramatically with a series of cataclysmic events. In China it's the coming of the first Emperor around 221 BC,who seeks to wipe out all books,all knowledge of everything that had existed before,with two exceptions,one book on agriculture and one book on divination,all history books,all philosophy books are burnt and destroyed. Scholars are buried alive,and he just breaks the whole country. A similar experience happens for Judaism in that they rise up round about 165 BC against the Greeks...Greek empire,and terrible massacres take place,when the Greeks having done good comparative religion decide to strike on the Sabbath,and massacre the Jews on Sabbath when they cannot raise a sword to defend themselves and the question comes up "What on Earth is going on?",you know "if we're observing the laws,but we're being killed because we're observe the laws then what's happening?". And in India,you have Ashoka with this terrible experience,a great war leader and he wins a battle at such costs,and he walks over the battle field and sees the thousands of dead and his basic understanding of a covenant if you like between him and the gods breaks down,this happens time and time again,so what emerges from that is a sense that we can no longer rely on our leader,emperor,king whatever it is,to be our mediator with the divine.

[Le Roi et Mort,Vive le Roi -LB]

We now have to establish our own system of mediation. So in China after the experience of the first emperor,you get the rise of a huge number of divination books,that offer the possibility of some kind of discourse with the divine,and in Judaism you begin to get the idea that if you die righteously here,you will actually live afterwards in a better place,which is a new idea for Judaism at that time.

[It's JUST an idea though,and it has the benefit of trying to make people act in a certain way upon the carrot on a stick promise - it's a way of controlling minds and behaviour - a Pavlov's dog process of positive reinforcement without providing the actuality of the betterness - I mean what stupid person would keep following something upon the promise of something that might be in the future? One needs to have some living proof of actuality to sustain something -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Ruth Padell,does Greek tragedy come on this,does that demonstrate the individuality that Martin was talking about....moving towards?

Ruth Padell : I think there's a bit too much historical causality around here for me,and I think that the things happening in the Greek world,when Greek tragedy started which is about in the 470s BC and Athenian tragedy,because it was at Athens that tragedy was developed,is exploring inherited ideas of divinity,some of the sort of scepticism that people were voicing,about whether our ideas of the gods were right or even pious.

[Good for them, a questioning mind is a benefit - they ARE only ideas/beliefs about those gods - NOT truths -LB]

Or maybe all ideas of the gods were projections of how we saw ourselves. [That's EXACTLY what they are-LB]

But they're also exploring their ideas of the person,and of society,and you can also talk about it as the soul sort of looking out with eyes,the soul perceiving something,the soul is the thing that is within you which can be illumined,

[Or rendered deflated and "soulless" by the tragi-comedy of life and the fate that befalls one - LB]

whether by a revelation or a glimpse of the divine or glimpse of something happening in the world.

Melvyn Bragg :  Before we move away from the Greeks,because there's quite a long way to go,but we're never going there,never mind,it's good along the way! Richard Surabjee,Socrates friends were concerned to what would happen to his "individuality" after his death,how did Plotinus and other followers of Plato approach the question of whether individuality would survive?

[It cannot do so - for that is the property of the arrangement of matter and processes in the body -what makes "me" is the aggregate of memory and experience and feelings felt by a brain/body - the "I"-ness is something that belongs to that system,it is not something which belongs to some none corporeal system that inhabits the body - and so when the body dies and the processes cease the individual "me" dies too - there is NO sense in which any aspect of "me" lives on - unless as above - one has left some sort of "imprint" on spacetime -and then one is speculating in the extreme - LB]

Richard Surabjee : Well Plato created something of a problem because although Socrates assures his friends that as he  puts it "I" will survive,when Plato says - as he does in many places -that "the true self is reason" -he makes the true self sound a bit impersonal. This was a  problem for the neo-Platonists. The neo-Platonists started  600 years after Plato,and 250AD and Plotinus really wrestles with this. He feels in one way it would be better if we - after death - became disembodied,pure reason,

[We could not become pure reason -because"reason" itself is a concept which living beings possess and without a brain reason cannot exist - it's another fallacy based on not locating the origin of the notion - if one were reasoning about it,one would see that reason is a "property" and conceived of by a brain to refer to some aspect of itself -it cannot therefore be something that exists without a brain -LB]

all thinking the same thoughts,but then how would we be distinct from each other,how would we have individuality?

[Exactly - that's because when we die our individuality ceases to be - and we become what we started out as - a bunch of chemicals - "I die,You Die" - Gary Numan - LB]

And the best compromise he can hit on is the analogy of a theorem in a mathematical system. Each theorem is  a distinct individual theorem,and yet no theorem can be understood except as part of the whole mathematical system.

[True - but the analogy works because of the social interplay between brains,it does not lend credence to notions of soul and life after death. While we're alive -we are all "theorems" - but can only be understood as part of the "nexus" (which is why presumably the androids in Bladerunner are called "Nexus") and is also why I wrote the following:

Nexus

Evocate some harmony
To soothe the savage breast
Ultrasonic frequencies
In death and dreams and blood are blessed

Tell me of The Next One
The connectivity of things
Of non-linear chaotic pendula
And endless cyclic rings

Tell me of the wonder
The amazement and the awe
The first time you first thought it
The first time that you saw

The change of epochs
Over time
The tidal moon
The sun to shine

Human endeavours
Progressive profound thought
Everyday occurrences
That don't amount to nought

The plants,and vibrant colours
Dew covered morning mist
The experience of lovers
The first time you were kissed

The fire glow,dying embers
The warm breeze,summer night
The experience of the 
Aesthetically pleasing sight

Of sound,of number
Of shape and that of form
Upon the ground and under
In the night and in the morn

The semblance of all things
Experienced and anew
The way you can see them
And if they're false or true

Is there a sameness?
A similarity?
Is there a rule?
A Grand Unified Theory?

Are waves of water 
The same as those of light?
And the same as stars
That cover the black night?

Does the Music of the Spheres exist?
And is it literally true?
And how can we find out
Given just one clue?

Examining the details 
Of these,and other things
We can evocate some harmony
And hear what nature sings. -LB]

That's the analogy he keeps coming back to . So it's a sort of very unstable compromise. 
[Unstable condition - a symptom of life" -Rush - "Vital signs"-LB]
And what happened,was that,after him,different interpreters who'd read Plotinus,and other neo-Platonists texts went one way or the other. So that there's one,not so well known but very important late neo-Platonist whose name is Thermistious [A bit of a hot-head no doubt - LB] in the 4th century AD who plumps for "No-humans have individual intellects"and then very famously there's a great Arabic philosopher round 1200AD Averrois in the Latin version of his name,who says "No-human being's don't have individual intellects,there's just this one human intellect"and Thomas Aquinas in the 13th century,had to see whether Aristotle could be accommodated to Christianity,and so he was thoroughly cheered up by reading Thermistious,and he said "There you are you see,the Aristotelian tradition allows us to think that human beings have individual intellects,which can be disembodied,can be immortal,so Aristotle is compatible with Christianity on this,we can look forward to our intellectual parts of ourselves at any rate,having individual immortality".

[That just says that one line of thought allows it by having one philosopher agree with you - it doesn't mean it's true or that one can presume that because we have individual minds - we necessarily need a "soul" that carries an individuals characteristics on after death. All it says is that if you already believe we do - then Aristotle/Thermistious provide a view which backs up your preconception,it doesn't make it more true than when you started -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   Well you did a hell of a hop,skip and a jump there Richard,you went over - a quick a calculation - about 1700 years,very,very eloquently....

Richard Surabjee : It's true!

Melvyn Bragg :  No,it was great! Just tug us back a little bit.

Richard Surabjee :  Yes.

Melvyn Bragg :   Martin you've argued that Christianity offers a particular intimate relationship with God [<Snore> Yep - that's where Xtians should look for intimacy- LB]  You call it a negotiated relationship with God.And Augustine brought in an idea that there was a moral aspect to the soul.

[I see nothing immoral about having your ass-pecked - LB]

No most people,many people,most people I guess listening to this programme will think of the soul in terms of Christianity [That's how good a job of brainwashing the meme has done -LB],that there is a Christian soul.
Now can you tell us how the Christian soul ,this moral agent,which was yet connected with the body,came into being,when it came into being,what it took from the Greeks,what it got from elsewhere if it did...sorry about this! But could you do that?

Martin Palmer : In one minute is it..now I get a minute and a half....

Melvyn Bragg :   No we can devote the rest of the programme to this,there's quite....it's three times longer than an article in the observer,you've got bags of time away you go! (laughter)

Martin Palmer :  Well I think I would go back to I think what happens with the emergence of Judaism as a missionary faith and then Christianity as a missionary faith,which is a new phenomena,and bear in mind that the Greeks never actually sent out teams of missionaries to explicitly convert other people.

[Yes so what happened was a load of people of faith went out and spread a meme,a belief - that there was a moral agent called "soul" - which was only their belief based upon Greek "ideas" which were ignorant myths - a Chinese whisper has been propagated as a truth - when in fact it is false - LB]

No more than did the druids of Britain or the priests of Jupiter of Rome. The traditions that we've been talking about are in a sense essentially indigenous traditions that made sense of gathered wisdom over centuries.

[Made NONsense of it -LB]

What happens with the emergence of the missionary religions which begins with Buddhism,in the 3rd century BC and gathers steam is that you begin to get world religions that say "actually what we have to say is true for everybody ".

[ Exactly - if it is not true for me - it's not true - I am a living disproof - the truth of something either applies to all or no one - if it applies to some - it isn't a truth - it's a belief and that's why all religious beliefs are JUST traditions and beliefs - not truths - because I don't believe any of them - LB]

But in order to make that statement and move into cultures that had previous experience of being prostheletised at all,they had to find some way of finding phrases, terms that they could latch onto.
So you have an extremely fundamental shift in the way that religion operates with the coming of the missionary faiths,because they're now saying that what we are teaching isn't just true for our tribe,our clan,our family - it is universally true,

[But it CANNOT be universally true  it's just been shown it was an evolving and aggregating series of ideas and conceptions in the mind of men! It is NOT based on facts about the world - but upon attempts by men to fill in the gaps in their understanding and provide pillows for their psyches! It's all a load of unadulterated codswallop! And the missionaries have the audacity to go round spreading lies as universal truths and people wonder why rational atheists get angry! They haven't the first clue how to discern what an objective truth is!-LB]

and this is where you begin to get the concept of the relationship between a soul,the divine and morality.

[Exactly there was a point in time where it "developed" - a truth doesn't "develop" it exists - what we're hearing about is the development of a conceptualisation - an erroneous one - LB]

Because you are actually arguing for the first time that our system,our beliefs,our relationship with God,is more intimate,more profound,more workable,more magical than any other.

[But it isn't! It's just more arrogant,pompous,zealous,intractable and less open to reason - and moreover goes round spreading itself like secondary cigarette smoke creating unwanted Brownian Motion defeating Mill's harm principle - LB]

You've got that wonderful story that Beade tells,when the first Christian missionaries come to the kingdom of Northumbria in 627 and one of the thains is asked for his advice as to whether they should listen to this religion and he says
"My lord,our life is like that of a sparrow that flies into your great hall from the Winter storm and for a brief period is warm,the smell,the sounds of your great hall is comforting and then it flies out at the other end,we don't know where it came from,we don't know where it goes,that's how deep our understanding is of the soul at the moment" so if this lot - meaning the Christians  can shed some more light on this,well why don't we listen?

[Exactly there's "no reason not to" - they open their brain and a pile of BS falls into it - LB]

So  what you have in a sense - and I do go a lot for the historical causality here - I think Ruth is... you have a growth of religions that are actually trying to argue that what they are teaching is actually better than what went before.

[Now we're in the value -relative-objective argument again - better according to whom?! Them? And how are they discerning it is better? It's the "Wesayso" corporation - all of their history shows it has developed from man's inability to understand death and his own animation and then they go round spreading their ignorance to others and having the audacity to say "this is the universal truth" - forgive me if I don't have them all put up against the wall and shot - or ejected into outer space as the "useless third" of society as Douglas Adams did.It's like having a damaging mind virus amongst humanity - its incumbent upon us to put a stop to it as it is spreading like a cancer BECAUSE of missionary zeal and gullibility of the "no reason not to" mindset and the conviction that is spread alongside it - it's like AIDS for the mind - it attacks the very area that's supposed to protect the mind  -scepticism and rational enquiry and "I need reasons TO"+ Proof not "No reasons why not"+ Disproof - the latter system allows any old junk into the mind and then it can't be ejected - the former system is a high Q filter allowing only the most likely to be true things inside the mind,luckily I have the former system  -LB]

And so you get the relationship between a personal relationship with the divine with a certain guarantee of afterlife and a morality code by which you can judge whether you've actually set the target the faith sets.

[And when there is some perceived lack of morality generally - then the closed system of belief comes along and says "Look at what we have - don't you think it's BETTER than what you have?" and of course a lot of people who don't think too clearly will value judge that it is because it seems to offer the refuge they seek - namely  a way of operating that provides SOME morality as opposed to NONE - and they opt for the first thing that proffers itself not realising how they've been duped and conned - not least by the fact that one is supposed to have FREEWILL the capacity to discern for oneself - and that the closed system has overthrown their questioning capacity (if they had one) and now they are beholden TO that system and  cannot see the that by doing what they are doing they are committing an "immoral" act against reason and freewill and thus showing that their own systems is NOT better than having one's own mind,thinking for oneself and having one's own morality.
If there was a God he gave us freewill and would expect us to use it - not give it up in some mindless zombie like way to show our allegiance to him as if he'd made a mistake - if he gave it us he did so with good reason,and that was so we could think for ourselves - I choose to be given the liberty given to a sponge - the capacity to think. - see members.fortunecity.com/templarser/darwin.html (Inherit the Wind) Seeing as you've inherited mine -LB]

Brady : We must NOT abandon faith.Faith is the most important thing.     
Drummond : Then why did God plague us with the power to think? Mr  Brady,why do you deny the one faculty of man that raises him above the other creatures of the Earth,the power of his brain to reason.What other merit       have we? The elephant is larger,the horse is swifter and stronger,the butterfly is far more beautiful,the mosquito is more prolific,even the simple sponge  is more durable.Or does a sponge think?    
Brady : I don't know.I'm a man,not a sponge.(Crowd laughs)        
Drummond : Well,do you think a sponge thinks?  
Brady: If the Lord wishes a sponge to think,it thinks.     
Drummond : Do you think a man should have the same privilege as a  sponge?    
Brady : Of course.  
Drummond : This man wishes to be accorded the same privilege as a sponge,he wishes to think! (Crowd applauds) 


Melvyn Bragg :  Well I think you did what you said you couldn't do! (laughter) You did that very well! Can you bring that Ruth Padell, can you bring what Martin's been saying further towards the idea of the soul claiming for itself a moral dimension and being associated with the self - with individuality,which..that was going on at the same time,can you just give us something on that?

Ruth Padell : Yes I mean it does go back to ...there are Greek...big Greek ingredients aren't there in the Christian thing....

Richard Surabjee : Oh absolutely.

Ruth Padell :  ...particularly from Plato,the sense that you are respons...even in Pythagoras,you are responsible for your soul,it's the part of you that you can,you know that you can do something about,as we'd go the gym and workout,you have to sort of purify ..workout your soul as well,and there is a moral imperative there and that was the part that went into as it were Renaissance Christianity,so that I think somebody like Montaigne when..they were tugged to and fro between Plato's idea that the soul is immaterial and immortal and it goes on,it's the part of you that goes on after death versus the Christian idea that you have the resurrection of the body,so some Christians are sort of washed over with Platonism and begin to think that the soul is immortal apart from the body.

[Yep they not only have a belief system that is an amalgam of many traditions,they have notions of the soul that have been warped and bent by various views - none of which are the truth - these are all ideas of men - LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   Martin I'm sorry to lob a big one at you again,but here it goes,you're sitting there quite able to field these. The idea of dual...the idea of their being a soul and a body,and Descartes was credited with that concept of dualism.Where did he think the soul was and why do you think he's been the subject of so much criticism Descartes?

Martin Palmer : I think what Descartes does is he that he takes an existing tension within Christianity and particularly - and I think Ruth's point about the re-emergence of Greek philosophy at the time of the Renaissance is enormously important - because what you get at the time of the Renaissance is a shift from a sense that I am in community therefore I am,

[Ref: Ayn Rand "Anthem" - and my story "Mother of all machines" members.aol.com/templarseries/tmoamx.rtf]

which is essentially what the Catholic church proposes,here is a priest,here is a community,if you're baptised into this community,in a sense you're on the conveyor belt to somewhere.

[Yes the Pink Floyd "Walls" sausage machine - LB]

And it's up to you as to whether it's up or down in terms of the afterlife,to a relationship in which you are...you stand before God on your own terms,

[It's that shift which is essentially captured in my story  - though the "God" is man made - LB]

which is essentially the heart of the reformation.And what is emerging there is a real grappling with the fact that yet again a covenant arrangement has broken down - the Catholic church is no longer offering you all the answers,you're having to negotiate your own way,and Descartes

[Interesting to note that his name means "The cards"- perhaps he was a bit of  mystic - LB]

takes that and actually elevates the concept of the individuality of each person to such a degree that he forces apart the old covenant whereby "I'm in community therefore I am" to "I think therefore I am". It becomes a solely - I use that word carefully - a solely personal adventure - and that is where religion begins to have problems with him,because essentially he demolishes in one fell swoop,the need for institutions of religion.

[Good for him ,but you haven't explain the "dual" nature of mind/body,which is what you were asked - the "holistic" view is taken up by D Zohar in "The Quantum Self" - and uses modern physics to show that things have moved on since Descartes - and that a mind/body dualism is a misleading concept - nevertheless some either religious "communities" or even individuals still think that Descartes dualism is somehow "true" and that a "soul" is still a valid notion in terms of "spirit" when all the evidence runs counter to that idea - and it IS an idea not a truth - LB]

Melvyn Bragg : Ruth Padell,do you think that DNA brings a different area of thought to bear on all this?

Ruth Padell : It should do. I mean if you're thinking of the soul as the  kernel,as the sort of atomic centre of each person or each  individual body and soul,the you're looking for it in the sort of most hidden secret crevices.

Melvyn Bragg :  Richard Surabjee,I understand that you've said that you think the soul is now been replaced by the idea of the "self" - what do you mean by that?

Richard Surabjee : People are a bit reluctant to speak in terms of soul these days because they're not very sure that they can identify what it actually is,especially in the light of Descartes,could I say a word about Descartes first?

Melvyn Bragg :  I don't know whether you can,actually.

Richard Surabjee : You don't know whether I can,okay.

Melvyn Bragg :  I'm looking at that clock....

Richard Surabjee :  No,alright.

Melvyn Bragg :  ...and there's that remorseless red hand ticking our immortality...

[I know the feeling - LB]

Richard Surabjee :  Descartes made this very strong distinction between soul and body and if it's terribly distinct from the body and yet a subject that carries mental characteristics people are not sure that there is such a thing [There isn't -LB]. But they ought to recognise that there is such a thing as self [There is - it's in the brain - LB].They don't all do so I'm afraid,but I believe that with infant psychology you see you've got to think in terms of a concept like "me". The infants not going to survive it's first years if it doesn't see the world in terms of this is within my reach,my mother's not looking at what I'm looking at,I've go back to where I was before.

[This self/not self divide is what breaks down in the mystic - they have  feeling of "oneness" that somehow they are connected to "what is" via some very personal or communal relationship - and as VS Ramachandran showed the "God spot" is located in the brain - and the physics are such that the distinction made neurologically as "me" or "I" becomes socially diffused into a communal feeling or though that supposes there is "otherness" that "I" is part of in some sort of ongoing dialogue with nature or God - in essence this could be called a "breakdown of self/not self distinction" - and in some sense th physics of the quantum and consciousness can account for this taking place - because in essence the universe makes no distinction between self/not self - and it's not surprising if a human being starts to feel "connected" to the universe  -and then adds in social myths or experiences and feels "they have a personal relationship with God (nature) - but it's all fabricated upon misunderstandings and all of comprehension of the brain needing a pillow for emotions and not realising that soul is a concept borne of not understanding the physics of life an death and of the brain's basic desire to cut self from not self in order to identify "me"  - see iotm11.rtf & iotm49 - LB]

You've got to see the world in terms of "me",and so these questions that have worried people "Could the soul go on after death?" can now be put in terms of "Could I go on after death?". So it's still a very sensible question.

[Not so - the concept being referred to has more "existence" - but again it's a name tag or heading for the processes in the brain that distinguish "me" from "not me" - and so without a brain - "I" ceases to exist just as any "soul" ceased to exist. There is no "I" after death - unless some how the quantum system harbours relationships - bits of connectedness that were at large in any one brain - that's thoroughly unlikely - because the urge to entropy would cause any reversal that is maintained in a close system such as a body to decay into its constituent parts - much as the body decays into chemicals - so the complex processes of "I" in the brain and the cells that allowed that to be - fall into lower energy states and simpler associations - and thus "I" dissipates back into the chaos from which it came - once one sees the physics any notion of "spirit" and "soul" and "life after death" becomes absurd - the latter notion is a contradiction in terms - death IS the end - that's what the word means - the death of "me" - LB]

Melvyn Bragg : Well,thankyou very much Martin Palmer,thankyou Ruth Padell,and thankyou Richard Surabjee and thankyou very much for listening.

[There's no such thing as "soul" or "life after death" for the above reasons - it's all a fabrication and misunderstanding of "believers" - LB]















 












































